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Stealth.com Announces Hardware Customization
Services
Stealth.com (Stealth Computer) has announced their new hardware customization
service. Stealth has a long history of delivering industrial rugged products that fill a
market that is not served by traditional computer manufacturers or suppliers.
Leveraging over two decades of experience, Stealth is able to provide an extensive
selection of complete solutions delivered directly to the customer so they may focus
their energy on what they do best. Over the years Stealth has developed a plethora
of existing products from LCD Monitors, Rack Computer Servers, Portable PCs and
Mini PCs. Many existing products require only slight modifications to meet the
customer's needs or Stealth can design a completely new solution.
According to Stealth CEO, Ed Boutilier; "Stealth has been designing and
manufacturing high-performance, computer systems and peripherals for over two
decades. One of the keys to our success is having the flexibility to meet the precise
needs of our customers, from one-off configurations to large production rollouts."
Stealth's custom built products can include complete hardware and software
integration such as; custom chassis design, DC input power, multiple expansion
slots, RAID, redundancy, NEMA/IP environmental protection, and high shock,
temperature, vibration protection to name a few.
Stealth can also help provide software integration for any software a customer may
have. Stealth will install and manage standard or proprietary software so that
customers maintain the same revision control on each and every order shipped
ensuring products arrive ready to operate right out of the box.
Personalization options are also available providing products in custom colors or a
customer's logo helping build brand awareness. Custom model and serial numbers
can be added for customer asset tracking and internal control. Personalization,
documented revision control and last time buy opportunities for end of life products
are available for large quantity orders.
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